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The core clinical systems

No user group No user group



ISSUE

GP practices use many more 
systems than their main clinical 
system



Integrated systems



ISSUE

Who to go to to get advice if your 
setup isn’t working



User groups and support organisations

H E A L T H
IN F O R M A
T IC S
G R O U P



ISSUE

There is not one place you can 
ask questions and get answers



Data | Tools - Resources - Guidance



Webinars

Role related 

discussion 

forums

Cross-clinical 
system advice How do I do 
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Ask an expert

Implementing

lessons learnt 
from others
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what you 
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Your thoughts 
on…

Consultation with all usersData 

recording and 

management
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from…
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Align with NOT replace existing 
groups

Starting point for advice

Collaborate and share knowledge and advice

Single ‘super’ 
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which brings 
together 

advice and 
resources  

What an All Systems NUG could offer…

Online 

information at 

your fingertips



Tell us what you think and what you want

Over the last 20 years, technology has developed so 
that GP practices are no longer using just a single core 
IT system, but a core IT system with numerous bolt-ons
and interfaces. This is making it ever more complicated 
for staff to use them efficiently and effectively together, 
and if something goes wrong, working out who to 
contact to get it fixed.

We think that a GPIT All Systems National User Group, 
would make the connections and give you access to a 
wider group members and expertise.

Please let us know what you think, and if you think it 
would be a good idea, what you would want from it?


